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Abstract       The designing and emplacement of the urbane furniture is 
related to the urban activity, understood as a sum of the objects that adorn 
and make possible the full use of the town spaces:  wells, tribunes, 
monuments, arbors, lighting objects and many others.  There is not yet a 
consensus on the definition and nomenclature.  
 ArchiCAD is not conceived as being a program used for designing 
green spaces, but due to the increasing requirements of the beneficiary to 
have a view as clear as possible on the space which follows to be designed, 
once with the appearance of the new versions of the program, Garden Works 
libraries have come up. 
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Some of the specialists talk about “parts for the 

furnishing of the urban spaces”, making a parallel with 

the furniture of the rooms from buildings. There are 

obviously similarities of function and even scale, but 

they are not confounded, but they rather come to 

contradict each other.  

 Some other refers to the form of minor 

architecture, trying a compliance with the laws of 

architectural designing. This time, the differences are 

completely obvious, reminding of the distance 

separating a building from a sculpture as concerns the 

dimension, but also as a function and appropriation by 

the observers.  Finally, others refer to “elements of 

urban landscape”, but which include totally the parts 

representing the environment, “public furniture”, “civic 

art”.  

 The name of public furniture comprises a wide 

and various range of objects located within squares and 

streets.  Some, as well as the floor covering and 

surroundings, delimits the urban spaces, others as 

monuments and water shows adorn them. The kiosks 

and shelters complete the functions of the space, while 

the lighting objects extend their use.   

 
Material and Method  

 
 Every - day public life or that generated by the 

occasional elements cannot be understood without 

many furniture parts, as well as those designed for 

resting, information, salubrity or communications.  

 The increasing number of the furniture 

objects, very varied destinations makes difficult their 

ordering in a satisfying classification.  The present 

division, in decorating and utility furniture is far from 

being uncontested. It is based still on the observation 

that some furniture parts 

 (monuments, wells, window boxes, arbors) justifies the 

presence first of all due to their adornment joints, even 

if they have also other functions, while other parts 

(lamp posts, kiosks, benches, floor coverings and stairs) 

have mainly utility character, which does not affect the 

existence of some real esthetic qualities.  

 The title does not affect at all the content of 

the problem, the urban furniture occupying step by step 

a more and more important role in the activity of 

systematization of the environment.  That thing is 

explained both by the development of the social life 

specific for nowadays times, and by the need of 

amelioration and increase of the comfort.  

 The urban furniture may accentuate the 

character of a public space, as the same it may 

contradict and annul it. By its means, the people may 

feel comfortable in a huge space or on the contrary, he 

may have an unpleasant sensation. The furniture colors, 

attenuates the contrast between lights and shadows, 

affects the microclimate.  It may create a good mood or 

in other cases, a solemn atmosphere.  Through it, the 

spaces are compartmented, classified in hierarchies and 

are composed in coherent systems.  Not lastly, the 

furniture confers personality to the place where it is 

located, including them in the thesaurus of time and 

space marks of the individual and collectivity in which 

he is a member. 

 The first forms of urban furniture were born 

once with the first town nuclei.  In this way, both those 
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invented from the start and those perfected later, have 

gone through the same influences related to the stage 

of the production forces, philosophical conceptions and 

artistic currents of every epoch, as well as in the green 

towns and spaces. 

 Their formation and their start period are yet 

insufficiently known nowadays.  From the few 

information springs, it is difficult to outline a somehow 

clear image both on the town and green spaces largely 

and as well in connection with the parts furnishing its 

public spaces.  

 The problem of the local specifics is debated at 

a large extent in the landscape architectural designing. 

The people have always wanted to specify their position 

in time and space, trying to find and establishing marks 

on the biographic trajectory.  

 The power of personalization of the furniture 

as illustrated by the granite columns from the San 

Marco Square from Venice, the double bench from 

Paris or the unfinished column of Brâncuşi from Târgu 

Jiucannot be imagined but where have been already 

located. 

 The rounding-up of a large number of the 

utility furniture parts, made recently in different 

countries, provides us arguments in favor of translating 

the personalizing valences. On the other side, the 

capacity of the visitor to notify particular details, and 

therefore of a rich visual experience, increased notably.  

 
Obtained results  

 
 Garden Works is a new ArchiCAD library, by 

means of which realistic photos of the environment 

around buildings may be created. That contains more 

than 90 library objects for gardens and parks, 3D 

natural models of different trees, pictures of the trees 

that may be used for spankering of images, 3D simply 

stylized models of trees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Bench Fig.2 Resting place 

 

The garden library has more than 50 components: wood 

and metal furniture, different equipments for gardens, 

playgrounds and accessories for swimming pools and 

outdoor lighting objects.  Still, from the library 

decorative pars are missing like:  arbors, decorating 

benches, window boxes, decorating wells, decorating 

lighting objects. That is why, it was necessary to enrich 

the library with new furniture parts from this range.  

All the components of the library are parametric.  All 

these elements include a defined material and allow the 

use of different textures for every element.

 

 

 

 

 

                             

 

                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Pergola Fig.4 Rocking chair 
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By communicating clearly the model to the 

client as soon as possible in the stages of the model 

development, you can save time, making lesser 

changes later. The 3D interactive navigation facilitates 

the intuitive choice of images, and the spankering tools 

are easy to use. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

Fig.5 Ornamental bridge Fig.6 Ornamental waterfalls 

 

Though, the current library is not satisfying for 

the more and more requirements and that is due to the 

fact that the imagination creating new generations of 

landscape architects imposes the necessity of 

development of this library.  That is why, on the basis of 

the primary existing tools, and by means of the 

previously created library objects, we have made new 

parts which integrate successful in projects of landscape 

arrangements. 

 These new objects are included in the category 

of the utility and ornamental constructions used in 

landscaping arrangements, comprising:  pavilions, 

fencing objects, window boxes, arbors, trellis, water 

pools, etc.  

 GDL is the component part of ArchiCAD 

which makes objects, ornaments and other types of 

details in order to be used in creating a project. Besides 

that, there are also other assisting programs which may 

create and edit parts of the ArchiCAD library. The 

objects create by these applications contain GDL files, 

and they may be accessed either through the ArchiCAD 

program or separately. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                

Fig.7 Pergola Fig.8 Ornamental kiosk 

 

 

The .dxf files are spread in CAD world and 

cover the entire area of the design and engineering. 

Many creators offer symbols and models of their 

products in .dxf format, which may be imported quite 

simply in .dxf libraries.  

 Still, in many cases, the library parts existing 

in the CAD libraries are not sufficient, that is why 

GDL ArchiCAD provides the possibility to be able to 

create personalized library objects having the 

applicability in the executed projects.  
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 The 3D library objects are made usually by 

reading a GDL file and drawing a 2D symbol 

manually. 

 The ArchiCAD provides four possibilities in 

order to make that automatically, by saving parts of the 

main construction from the plan as separate library 

object.  

 The first method consists in saving the entire 

project or some project elements as 3D document 

(Save as … > 3D GDL). In this way, both the entire 

project and the elements selected from it, will be saved 

as 3D GDL forms.  This GDL document may be then 

opened and edited in ArchiCAD either as a simple 

document or as part of the library (Save special … > 

ArchiCAD Object). 

 The second method consists as the first one in 

saving the entire project or some project elements as 

ArchiCAD object. The entire plan as well as the 

selected elements of the plan will be saved as complete 

parts of the library with 2D and 3D description.  That 

part of the library is in fact a plane representation of a 

new object created both with a 2D and with a 3D 

image.  

 The third method consists in saving an object 

in the 3D window as a complete library object with 2D 

symbol and 3D description (Save as...> Library Part). 

 The 3D description from the library part may 

be a GDL file or a binary database that cannot be 

edited.  The 2D symbol is generated from the 3D 

projection.  In order to create a library object, the 

following steps must be followed:  

 - ArchiCAD construction tools are used in 

order to build a model;  

 - the 3D window activates in order to obtain 

the 3D image of the model;  

 - “save as” is clicked from the “File” menu 

and is selected the “Library Part” document;  

 - “Save” is clicked and the saving option is set 

in the dialogue window.  

 The 2D symbol is generated from the upper 

view, the lateral and interior part of the image as picture 

of the respective object or as image of the outline.  

  
Conclusions 

 
 The ArchiCAD designing program is a 

program conceived for designing constructions and 

which at the start was not thought to be used in the 

landscape designing.  

 Due to the fact that on the Romanian soft 

market, not many designing programs have been 

created with use in the field of the landscape 

architecture, and those existing presently are not 

conceived so that they may be used at a professional 

level but rather as simulation programs, it is necessary 

the transformation and adjustment of this program for 

the landscape designing needs. 

 Those who conceived the ArchiCAD program 

though it to be able to give a commercial appearance of 

a project and thus, several library objects have been 

created to complete the project. These newly – created 

objects were edited as Garden Works Library, making 

up an additional library of the ArchiCAD.  

 Still, the add-on Garden Works Library is not 

sufficient to be able to design a landscaping arrangement 

according to the basic principles of designing. Besides 

that, this add-on does not cover but a small range of 

library objects insufficient to carry out a project. 

 The objects existing in the add-on of Garden 

Works Library covers more the range of objects used in 

designing the playgrounds for children and simple 

furniture objects such as rocking chairs, garden tables 

and chairs. With time, Graphisoft added the add-on of 

the Garden Works Library and several three-

dimensional representations of the main forms of trees 

(broad-leaved and coniferous trees) but also types of 

scrubs as well as photographic representations for them 

made by the intersection of two photographic plans of 

the trees.  

 Due to the above-mentioned, it is required 

more and more the completion of the ArchiCAD 

libraries with new types of furniture, which should 

satisfy the bigger and bigger requests of the designers.  

 For that, it may be used the Graphisoft Design 

Library program providing the possibility to create 

very varied parametric objects. 

 The use of this program is still quite laborious 

and requires solid programming knowledge. A second 

modality which is faster and more efficient is the use of 

the GDL files from ArchiCAD, in order to save as a 

library, an object created in plan, from primary 

parametric forms such as walls, pillars or basic objects 

from the ArchiCAD library.  

 By using this method, we succeed to make 

library objects that should cover largely almost the entire 

range of furniture necessary for designing a green space, 

objects which are integrated in different landscaping 

styles.  

 The library thus created is uploaded in the 

basic program, being able to be used further on by 

many designers in their works. 

 Thus, completing the existing libraries with 

new parts that should cover a range as varied as 

possible and the most different styles, the work time 

considerably shortens. The option to created new 

library objects was approached due to the fact that the 

existing ones at this time, do not integrate always in the 

approached designing style.  

 That is why, any designer may create his own 

furniture parts which he needs depending on the 

requirements of the designing theme.  
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